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Accountability has been a central feature of educational
policy in a number of states since the 1990s. In part
because of the perceived success of accountability in
the states where it was initially tried, federal law introduced mandatory reporting and accountability
through the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. Yet
not everybody is happy with school accountability. Its
opponents continue to aggressively search for evidence
that testing and accountability do not work—or, better, that they are actually harmful. The hope of the
anti-accountability forces is that they can stop testing
before it is fully in place and before rollbacks would
be impossible.
The window of opportunity to cripple or stop testing
is narrowing over time, so it is not surprising that hasty
reports based on biased research should appear. Nor is
it surprising that these reports are given attention by
parties who are unschooled in the requirements of good
research. Perhaps we could disregard these events if
the policies themselves were unimportant or if public
exposure to poor quality studies had no effect on the
ultimate decisions about them. But that is not the
case. Since testing and accountability represent the cornerstone of current school reform efforts, it is essential
that we apply rigorous standards of evidence and of
scientific method to the analysis of accountability

policy. The impact of testing and accountability is
perhaps the most important issue facing school
policymakers today. Even though accountability, by
itself, does not say anything about how to organize an
effective school, measures of school performance provide a standardized construction of information needed
to forge through the bewildering array of “answers” to
the question of how to improve our schools. While it
is certainly reasonable to question the effectiveness of
particular accountability systems and the policy of
accountability in general, little thought has been given
to the scientific standards of evidence that ought to
apply to research and evaluation aimed at informing
or influencing the policy process in this important area.
Assessing the impact of state accountability is clearly
difficult. Policies have been in place for a limited
amount of time. All states but one have adopted a system in one form or another. Not all accountability
systems are the same. When put in place, they apply
to all schools within entire states, limiting relevant
variation to differences across states. This means that
we have lost forever the chance to test whether accountability systems are superior to what states had before.
Finally, accountability systems are just one of many
ways in which states tend to differ. These factors do
not imply that gathering evidence about the effects of
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accountability is impossible. They simply reinforce the
need to apply strict scientific methods to ensure that
uncertainty is reduced as far as possible.

get from here to there without a systematic approach
to future policy enhancements and continued rigorous evaluation of their effects.

Bad news about accountability gets an undue amount
of media coverage. First, the anti-accountability forces
trumpet any possible scrap of data that might be portrayed as generalizable evidence against routine testing and accountability. Second, researchers reinforce
this by their popular search for unintended consequences of government actions. Finally, the press, looking for both controversy and balance in reporting, tends
to cite any study—no matter what its scientific quality—to show the evenhandedness of its reporting.

Evidence About Existing
Accountability Systems

Over the past decade, states have devised diverse accountability systems that differ by choice of test, grades
monitored, subjects tested, and performance requirements. Direct comparison of state against state based
on state accountability system information is therefore
problematic; a common but independent standard of
comparison is needed. One source of information on
performance, however, offers some possibility for analysis. The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), the
“Nation’s Report Card,” provided performance information for states during the 1990s. While not designed
The existing evidence
as a national test, these examinations
provide a highly respected and conon state accountabilsistent tracking of student perfority systems indicates
mance across grades and time. Since
that their use leads to
scores are not reported for individuals or schools, there is no incentive to
improvement of
prep for them or to cheat on them.
student achievement.
We have used these performance measures to assess the impacts of state accountability systems.

What do we know to date? The existing evidence on state accountability systems indicates that their use
leads to improvement of student
achievement. States that introduced
accountability systems during the
1990s tended to show more rapid
achievement gains when compared
to states that did not introduce such
measures. Along with general improvement, there also appear to be
instances of unintended consequences—such as increased special
education placement or outright
cheating—at the time of introduction, but there is no evidence that
this continues over time. Looking
across states, we also know that attaching stakes to
performance on tests yields better performance.
Though still preliminary, these findings rest on rigorous analytic techniques, providing policymakers the
most reliable evidence yet available.

Education is the responsibility of state
governments, and states have gone in a variety of directions in the regulation, funding, and operation of their
schools. As a result, it is difficult to assess the impacts of
individual policies without dealing with the potential
impacts of coincidental policy differences.1

What do we not know to date? Plenty. We do not know
which general designs of accountability systems work
best, or even the best underlying content standards
for achievement. Nor do we know the optimal way to
attach rewards and punishments to performance. Who
should be judged by what scores? These are things
that will take time to discover, but there is no way to

The basic analysis focuses on growth of student achievement across grades.2 If the impacts of stable state policies enhance or detract from the educational process
in a consistent manner across grades, concentrating
on achievement growth implicitly allows for stable state
policy influences and permits analysis of the introduction of new state accountability policies.

1

2

Hanushek, Rivkin, and Taylor (1996) discuss the relationship between model specification and the use of aggregate state data. The
development here builds on the prior estimation in Hanushek and Somers (2001) and the details of the model specification and
estimation can be found there.
Here we summarize the results of the analysis in Hanushek and Raymond (2003a, 2003b).
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The NAEP testing measured math performance
of fourth-graders in 1992 and 1996 and of eighthgraders 4 years after each of these assessments. While
the students are not matched, following the same cohort acts to eliminate a variety of potentially confounding achievement influences. We also supplement the
raw NAEP data by considering differences in parental
education levels and in school spending across these
states. Our analysis of achievement relies on growth in
achievement in reading and math between fourth- and
eighth-graders over the relevant 4-year period, e.g.,
growth in achievement from fourth grade in 1996 to
eighth grade in 2000. Our sample is all states for which
the relevant NAEP scores are available.
The potential effects of accountability systems clearly
depend on when and where these systems were introduced. Table 1 describes the time path of introduction
of accountability systems across states by reference to
the length of time that accountability systems have been
operating in different states. For these purposes, we define accountability systems as those that relate student
test information to schools and either simply report
scores or provide rewards and sanctions.3 By looking at
accountability systems in 1996, it is clear that much of
the movement to accountability is very recent. In 1996,
just 10 states had already introduced active accountability systems, while by 2000 only 13 states had yet
to introduce active systems.4
3

4

5

We rely on statistical analyses of differences in NAEP
growth across states to infer the impact of introducing
state accountability. Because a differing set of about
40 states participated in the NAEP testing in each of
the years, the amount of evidence is limited. Nonetheless, state accountability systems uniformly have a
significant impact on growth in NAEP scores, while
other potential influences—spending and parental education levels—do not.
Figure 1 summarizes the impact of existing state systems by tracking the gains in mathematics between
1996 and 2000 for the typical student who progresses
from fourth to eighth grade under different systems.
These expected gains, calculated from regression analyses of scores on NAEP, illustrate the impact of testing
and reporting across states.5 States were classified according to the type of accountability system they had
in place at the time of the NAEP test. (A state’s classification could change between the two test years if its
accountability system had been newly adopted or
changed in the interim.) The typical student in a state
without an accountability system of any form would
see a 0.7 percent increase in the proficiency scores between fourth and eighth grades. States with “report
card” systems display test performance and other factors but do not attach sanctions and rewards to the
information. In many ways, these systems simply serve
a public disclosure function. Just this reporting moves

We do not include states that place rewards or sanctions (“high-stakes”) just on students, for example through use only of a required
graduation exam. The school accountability systems are most relevant for No Child Left Behind, but this restriction introduces some
differences between our analysis and the analysis of Amrein and Berliner (2002) that is analyzed below.
In all analyses, the universe includes 50 states plus the District of Columbia. Nonetheless, not all states participate in the NAEP exams
each year, and the samples fall to around 35 in each year.
The details of these estimates can be found in Hanushek and Raymond (2003a). The results pool data on NAEP mathematics gains over
both the 1992–96 and 1996–2000 periods.

Table 1. Distribution of states with consequential accountability or reporting system: 1996 and
2000
Number of states
No system
System in place

1996

2000

41
10

13
38

NOTE: Distribution includes Washington, DC.
SOURCE: Fletcher and Raymond (2002).
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Figure 1. Estimated effects of state accountability systems on gains between fourth grade and
eighth grade for National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) mathematics
scores: 1996–2000
Percent mathematics gains
from fourth to eighth grade
2.0
1.6
1.5
1.2
1.0
0.7
0.5

0.0

None

With report card

With consequential
accountability

SOURCE: Author calculations from Hanushek and Raymond (2003a, 2003b).

the expected gain to 1.2 percent. Finally, states that
provide explicit scores for schools and that attach sanctions and rewards (what we call “consequential accountability” systems) obtained a 1.6 percent increase in
mathematics proficiency scores. In short, testing and
accountability as practiced have led to significant gains
in student performance over that expected without
formal systems.
A complementary analysis by Carnoy and Loeb (2002),
while not considering the timing of the introduction
of accountability, includes a rating of the stringency of
the accountability system that is finer grained than the
two categories we employ. It also adds information about
student stakes and accountability. Carnoy and Loeb’s
findings reinforce the present analysis that accountability increases NAEP performance. A variety of other
systematic studies of accountability systems within
states and local school districts have also investigated
what happens when accountability systems are introduced. While we describe the evidence in detail elsewhere (Hanushek and Raymond 2003a, 2003b), it
generally supports two conclusions. First, improvements in available measures of student performance
occur after the introduction of an accountability sys-
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tem. Second, other short-run changes—such as increases
in test exclusions or explicit cheating—are observed.
In other words, some unintended consequences often
tend to accompany the introduction of accountability,
although as of now there is little evidence suggesting
that these influences continue over time.
We ourselves have looked explicitly at state differences
in special education placement rates and whether they
are related to accountability systems. For the period
1995–2000, a time of large change in the use of accountability systems, we see no evidence that increased
special education placement is a reaction to accountability systems (Hanushek and Raymond 2003a,
2003b). This analysis does, however, show why some
could mistakenly conclude that accountability has an
impact: overall special education placement increases
within states over this time period, so the introduction of accountability systems in the middle of the
period can look like it influences placement.
Carnoy and Loeb (2002) also investigate the impacts
of accountability on grade retention and graduation.
They demonstrate that there is no discernible negative effect on retention and graduation.

Shopping for Evidence Against School Accountability

The set of scientific studies of accountability has been
presented at a range of scientific conferences, and many
have undergone peer review for journal publication.
In fact, because of the importance of the topic, the
Kennedy School at Harvard held an entire conference
on accountability in June 2002, and Brookings published the papers in 2003 (Peterson and West 2003).

A closer look at the research, however, shows it to be
fatally flawed both in design and in execution, rendering the conclusions irrelevant. We consider only the
effects of accountability systems on NAEP scores in
the 26 states that AB record as having adopted grade
school high-stakes tests.8

It is difficult to ascertain from the main text or the
technical appendixes exactly what procedures and defiThe Allure of Counter-Evidence
nitions AB employed. AB’s methodology seems best
In late 2002, Amrein and Berliner, hereafter AB, pro- described as a “pseudo-trend analysis” with, at times,
duced a study on the impact of high-stakes account- absent baseline data.9 Given the fact that state-level
ability systems that garnered considerable attention NAEP data on the math and reading tests are avail(AB 2002).6 Their analysis of 28 states considers the able only for at most four data points, AB essentially
effects on state-specific NAEP scores and college en- were confined to performing case studies of individual
trance examination measures in the
states.10 They purport to examine the
change in scores before and after the
period following adoption of a highaccountability system was adopted
stakes accountability program.7 Their
analysis concludes “there is inadequate
in each state—thus using each state
evidence to support the proposition
as a control for itself. To give some
Because of the importhat high-stakes tests . . . increase stuindependent context for these diftance of the topic, the
dent achievement” (AB 2002, p. 57).
ferences, it appears they also generKennedy School at
The press release that describes the
ally compared the state change to the
report goes further: “The Berlinerchange that was observed for the
Harvard held an entire
Amrein analyses suggest that, as innation as a whole. States were coded
conference on accountdicated by student performance on
as increasing on a particular test if
ability in June 2002.
independent measures of achievethe gains in average test results exment, high-stakes tests may inhibit
ceeded the national average change,
the academic achievement of stuor coded as decreasing in the oppodents, not foster their academic
site case. Finally, all scores were then
growth.”
considered in relation to the relative

6

7

8

9

10

This study is described as having been completed for the Great Lakes Center for Education Research and Practice, a Michigan-based
think tank. That organization, which is solely financed by National Education Association State Education Affiliate Associations from
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin, in turn describes a key element of its mission as being to “connect with likeminded organizations to partner on key education initiatives.”
We have not assessed their identification and timing of high-stakes testing, which apparently can relate both to school stakes and
individual student stakes.
Georgia and Minnesota only adopted high school exit requirements, the subject of AB’s technical appendix. There are also strong reasons
to question their analysis of high school level performance, given the looser degree of correspondence between high school exit requirements
and college entrance test results, but that discussion necessarily gets into other issues and only distracts from the key linkages to state
accountability that we emphasize here.
For example, they most frequently say in the write-ups for individual states things like “After stakes were attached to tests in Maryland,
grade 4 math achievement decreased” (p. 28). But, since fourth-grade NAEP scores in Maryland, like those in all of their high-stakes tests
except Delaware in 1992–96, increased in every test year, we infer that they really meant to describe a comparison with the average
national changes.
Note that reading and math were tested in different years during the 1990s and that many states did not participate in all four waves of
NAEP testing.
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change in exclusion rates between the national average and the individual states. Where states’ exclusion
rates exceeded the national average, AB hypothesize
that scores should rise because of these exclusions.
Thus, whenever exclusion rates moved in the same
direction as the observed NAEP test results, they considered the score change contaminated (regardless of
the magnitudes involved) and eliminated the state
from further consideration as “Unclear.” 11 Finally,
among states that remained (between 8 and 12 depending on the particular NAEP test), they examined the proportion of states with increases versus
those with decreases relative to the national average.
Based on this approach, they concluded that “67 percent of the states posted overall decreases in NAEP
math grade 4 . . . 63 percent of the states posted
increases in NAEP math grade 8 . . . and 50 percent
of the states posted increases in NAEP reading grade
4 as compared to the nation after high-stakes tests
were implemented.” (AB 2002, p. 56)
AB violate the first principle of social science research—
the need to control for the condition of interest. They
used the 26 states with high-stakes accountability systems and limited their analysis to those states alone.
11

12

13

14

The natural comparison group, however, is the states
that had not adopted accountability systems. Such a
comparison, which offers some insights into the impact
of high-stakes testing as opposed simply to variations
among states with high-stakes systems, yields starkly
different results than their suggested interpretations.12
In fact, their results are completely reversed, putting
the evidence in line with that previously discussed.
Table 2 simply compares fourth- and eighth-grade
NAEP test score gains for the states AB identify as
implementing high-stakes testing with those that were
not so identified.13 For either the entire 1992–2000
period or the later period of 1996–2000, the average
gain in math for high-stakes states significantly exceeds
that for the remaining tested states. The difference in
performance is always statistically significant at conventional levels (a nuance that AB never even mention
in their 236 pages of analysis).14
AB highlight changes in exclusion rates from test taking as a possible influence on state test scores, and
differences in exclusions between high-stakes states and
others could influence the performance differentials
shown. Indeed, many people have suggested that a

In reality, they do not even appear consistent on this, and they violate their own coding scheme more than once. Take, for example, West
Virginia, where they state: “Overall NAEP math grade 4 scores increased at the same time the percentage of students exempted from the
NAEP increased. Overall, after stakes were attached to tests in West Virginia, grade 4 math achievement decreased.” [their emphasis]
While we reproduce their analysis with a larger set of observations, this should not be construed as an endorsement of the analytical
approach. More rigorous tools yield more reliable results. We follow their lead in order to show how their answers would have differed
had they applied their own approach correctly.
Note that for each of the comparisons data are available for 34 to 36 states with between 18 and 20 being in the AB high-stakes sample.
The limited number reflects the varying participation of states in the NAEP testing.
Statistical testing is done to guard against changes in test performance that simply reflect random score differences that do not represent
true differences in student performance. Such random differences could, for example, reflect chance differences in the tested population,
small changes in question wording, or events specific to the testing in a given year and given state. In their subsequent defense of their
analysis, AB assert that such testing is unnecessary and may even be inappropriate, but this assertion is obviously incorrect (AB 2003).

Table 2. Average gains in National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) mathematics
scores, by Amrein-Berliner (AB) high-stakes states versus other states: 1992–2000
Change in fourth-grade NAEP mathematics scores
1992–2000
1996–2000
AB high-stakes states
Other states
High-stakes advantage
Statistical significance
SOURCE: Author calculations.
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9.2
3.8
5.3
p<.001

4.2
2.3
1.9
p<.04

Change in eighth-grade NAEP mathematics scores
1992–2000
1996–2000
8.8
4.0
4.8
p<.003

4.5
1.7
2.8
p<.02

Shopping for Evidence Against School Accountability

consequence of the introduction of high-stakes testing
is an increase in test exclusions.
The hypothesized effect of accountability on test exclusions does not appear important in explaining the
aggregate accountability results. For the nation as a
whole, exclusion rates on the eighth-grade NAEP math
tests were the same in 2000 as in 1992, while the
fourth-grade exclusions over that time period fell
slightly. Table 3 shows evidence for the NAEP exclusion rates for the 1992–2000 period for the high-stakes
and non-high-stakes states. While the change in exclusion rates over the 1990s is slightly higher for highstakes states in the testing of eighth-grade mathematics,
it is slightly lower for fourth-grade mathematics when
compared to other states. But neither difference in average exclusion by accountability status is statistically
significant.
We also standardize the achievement gains for
observed
text
changes in exclusions through regression analysis. Interestingly, while changes in exclusion rates are significantly related to changes in eighth-grade scores,

they are not significantly related to changes in fourthgrade scores—underscoring the need to analyze central maintained hypotheses. Table 4 compares such
adjusted estimates of the achievement gain advantage
of high-stakes tests to the previously unadjusted differences. Again, there are small effects on the estimated impact of high-stakes testing on gains, but in
all cases states that introduce high-stakes testing outperform those that do not by a statistically significant margin. In sum, the previous estimates are not
driven by test exclusions.
AB’s choice of the pseudo-trend design is even more
mysterious when one considers that it could not be
applied squarely to their sample. In eight states—
Colorado, Indiana, Louisiana, New Jersey, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and West Virginia—
high-stakes testing was identified by AB as having
been adopted prior to 1990 or in 2000. Because these
adoptions fall outside of the relevant testing period,
any pre/post comparison based on NAEP data is impossible. Thus, we refer to their design as “pseudotrend” because they frequently lack data before or

Table 3. Changes in NAEP mathematics exclusion rates, by Amrein-Berliner (AB) high-stakes
states versus other states: 1992–2000
Change in fourth-grade
mathematics exclusion rates
1992–2000
1996–2000
AB high-stakes states
Other states
High-stakes differential
Statistical significance

3.8
4.1
–0.3
p<.76

1.3
2.0
–0.7
p<.44

Change in eighth-grade
mathematics exclusion rates
1992–2000
1996–2000
3.4
2.6
0.8
p<.40

2.3
1.9
0.4
p<.64

SOURCE: Author calculations.

Table 4. Adjusted average gains in NAEP mathematics scores, by Amrein-Berliner (AB) highstakes states versus other states: 1992–2000
High-stakes advantage

Change in fourth-grade NAEP mathematics scores
1992–2000
1996–2000

Unadjusted for test exclusions
Statistical significance
Adjusted for change in test
exclusions
Statistical significance

Change in eighth-grade NAEP mathematics scores
1992–2000
1996–2000

5.3
p<.001

1.9
p<.04

4.8
p<.003

2.8
p<.02

5.2
p<.001

2.3
p<.02

3.7
p<.02

2.5
p<.02

NOTE: Adjusted average gains come from regression of NAEP score changes on exclusion rate changes.
SOURCE: Author calculations.
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after the treatment of interest, and they often have
just two or three test scores that are not even aligned
with the treatment. For some states, they observe only
a single test score change, obviously making any pre/
post comparison unreliable.
The use of national average changes in NAEP scores as
a reference point further confounds the study. Any effect of accountability systems is already captured in
the national score change. By 1996, only 10 states
had an accountability system in place, so the effect
might not excessively affect the average. But by 2000,
a majority of states were on board, so their impacts
affected the national average change to a much greater
degree. Late-adopting states are effectively being compared to other high-stakes states, making it difficult
to show relative gains and completely rendering moot
the interpretation that any differences reflect the highstakes treatment. To take a purely hypothetical example, assume that 6 of the high-stakes states gained
20 percent, while the other 20 gained 2 percent each
and the no-accountability states made no gains whatsoever—yielding a national average gain of 3 percent.
AB’s approach would say that accountability had failed:
just 6 states beat the national average, while 20 were
below the average. In fact, ignoring any complications
of exclusions, AB would report this as something like,
“Just 23 percent of states posted gains on NAEP higher
than the national average after high stakes were introduced.” The right approach, of course, would be to

compare gains of high-stakes states to those of noaccountability states.
A subtler but important issue arises when the timing
of adoption of an accountability system was bracketed
by NAEP tests. It is clear that AB did not use a consistent convention. In some cases, it appears that they
used the NAEP results from the period immediately
prior and immediately following adoption of accountability, but in others, it appears that they used a different time interval, in some cases starting after the
accountability systems were adopted. The one consistent choice appears to be reliance on the least flattering results (for high-stakes accountability).
The implications of these nonscientific procedures is
best seen within the context of their finding of
“harm.” Table 5 examines the set of states where AB
concluded that fourth-grade NAEP math scores decreased with the introduction of high-stakes testing.
For the eight such identified states, we present aggregate information on testing and results. In three
of the eight states (New Mexico, Oklahoma, and
West Virginia), AB identify the introduction of highstakes testing as falling outside the testing period
(which did not begin until the 1990s). Moreover,
no real trend data in math gains are available for
Nevada and Oklahoma, where only a single period
of test change is observed. During the 1992–96 period when Kentucky, Maryland, and Missouri intro-

Table 5. Data on NAEP fourth-grade mathematics performance in states identified by AmreinBerliner (AB) as decreasing after the introduction of high-stakes tests: 1992–2000
States where AB declared
decreases in NAEP scores
Kentucky
Maryland
Missouri
Nevada
New Mexico
New York
Oklahoma
West Virginia

Introduction of high-stakes
testing (AB date)
1994
1993
1993
1998
19891
1999
19891
19891

Change in fourth-grade
NAEP math1992–2000
scores
1992–1996
1996–2000
4.
92
4.9
3.
42
3.4
2.
53
2.5
N/A
0.5
4.
22
4.2
N/A
8.12

1.0
1.6
3.
82
3.8
2.
73
2.7
0.0
3.
92
3.9
N/A
1.5

5.
93
5.9
5.
03
5.0
6.
33
6.3
N/A
0.6
8.12
4.
73
4.7
9.
62
9.6

N/A—NAEP data unavailable for this time period.
1
No NAEP tests at or before introduction of high-stakes testing.
2
Change in NAEP scores exceeds the average change in NAEP both for all states and for states not adopting high-stakes testing.
3
Change in NAEP scores exceeds the average change for states not adopting high-stakes testing.
NOTE: Bold entries highlight evidence concerns discussed in text.
SOURCE: Author calculations.
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duced high-stakes testing, two had math gains exceeding the average for all tested states, and one had
gains that just exceeded the average for states that
did not introduce high-stakes testing. 15 Nevada,
which they record as introducing high-stakes testing
in 1998, had gains during 1996–2000 that exceeded
gains for non-high-stakes states. Over the entire period of 1992–2000, five of the six states for which
data are available showed gains that at least exceeded
the average for non-high-stakes tests; New York and
West Virginia exceeded the average for all states. And
this is the group of states that AB identify as being
harmed by high-stakes testing! Not a single state provides evidence of harm following the introduction of
high-stakes testing. When read correctly, if anything, the evidence
points to generally higher performance in this group of states.

the states posted overall decreases in NAEP math grade
4 performance as compared to the nation after highstakes tests were implemented.” Actually, AB witnessed
gains slower than the national average in just 8 of 26
high-stakes states, or 31 percent.
Instead of concluding that the evidence does not support the proposition that high-stakes accountability
increases student achievement, it would be more accurate to say that the chosen evidence by AB does not
support any inference at all.

Simply applying the underlying approach of AB to all
of the data on NAEP achievement completely reverses
their conclusions. High-stakes test
states on average perform significantly
better than non-high-stakes states.
For the reasons described previously,
we still do not think that these simple
comparisons are the best way to anaThe competing evilyze this question, but this analysis
dence on accountabildemonstrates that there is no differity program perforence in the broad results from their
mance raises a number
crude approaches and the preferred
analytical approaches we described
of disturbing issues.
previously.

The final blow to the credibility of
AB’s results comes at the point of
drawing inferences based on their
analysis. Regardless of the choice of
design, and ignoring the selective use
of NAEP scores, we would still expect AB to consider all the available
data as they had constructed it to draw
conclusions. But they did not. First,
they eliminated all information about
the magnitude of score changes, relying solely on whether scores increased or decreased.
Second, they eliminated all the states that they judged
to be “unclear,” which reduced the final tally to “improved vs. declined” instead of “improved vs. all states
that adopted high-stakes.” 16 For instance, they recorded positive or negative results on the NAEP fourthgrade math test for just 12 of the 26 states with
high-stakes for grades K–8. AB found that fourth-grade
math scores increased at a slower rate than the national average in eight of the remaining states (those
in table 5), faster in just four. Yet they write this up in
a highly misleading fashion, claiming “67 percent of
15

16

17

Not in a Vacuum
The competing evidence on accountability program performance raises a number of disturbing issues. One is how unaware or indifferent the
media and many policymakers are to quality differences in the available evidence. The recent publicity
surrounding the AB essay highlights the vulnerability
of key public policy initiatives to faulty evidence and
badly informed reporting.17 Distinct from other policy
fields, reports in education seem to be taken at face
value or—worse—on the political orientations of the
authors, independent of the rigor of the analysis or
the suitability of the inferences that are drawn. While
the most obvious example recently concerned the me-

In terms of what periods were looked at by AB, it is difficult to come up with the rule for decisions on NAEP scores that includes both
Maryland and Missouri as “decreasing” states.
As described above, the label “unclear” rests on their strong and untested hypothesis about the impact of exclusion rates on scores. Results
are unclear whenever the movement in exclusion rates is the same direction as the movement in test scores, regardless of the magnitude
of either change.
Most notable among the publicity was a front page article in the New York Times (Winter [2002]). A link to this article currently appears
on the home page for the Great Lakes Center for Education Research and Practice: http://www.nytimes.com/2002/12/28/education/
28EXAM.html. Other newspapers and professional publications dutifully provided their own reporting of the AB results.
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dia, the problem applies as well to many other actors
on the education landscape, including the legislative
and executive leadership in many states.

consider and objectively to control for potentially competing explanatory factors, and the resulting evidence
must be reliable. It should not be argued on political
grounds masquerading as science.18

The issue of evidence quality is of prime importance
when individuals serve a gatekeeper function for dis- Federal policy has also taken a turn towards more
seminating information to the general public. The me- stringent standards of evidence. The No Child Left
dia acts as a filter to select issues that merit attention Behind Act includes strong requirements for employand then distills them into a few key points. ing educational programs based on solid scientific
Decisionmakers in education agencies serve a similar research. The creation of the Institute of Education
function when they attempt to reflect the effective- Sciences is clearly directed at improving the quality
ness of the programs they have implemented. Indi- of educational research. And, reacting to obvious qualviduals in these positions are trusted, and expected, to ity concerns about research that was being used to
go beyond the press release or a superficial examina- support policy, the U.S. Department of Education
tion of a report or analysis by checking the facts, gaug- in 2002 funded the What Works Clearinghouse to
establish strict scientific criteria for
ing the credibility of the analytic
studies on program performance. In
approach, and vetting the results. We
an effort to provide a “trusted source
would certainly expect this if the
of scientific evidence,” the Clearingtopic under investigation were an alhouse is designed to concentrate prilegation of fraud or a new breakWhen significant public
marily on the quality of the research
through in power generation. We
policies
involving
many
design and the rigor of the analytic
need similar assurances in education.
millions of dollars are
techniques. (See http://w-w-c.org)
Perhaps this disregard is understandon the line, evidence
Reporters should not be expected to
able when one considers that the ismust meet the highest
be experts in statistical analysis any
sue of the quality of evidence has only
scientific standards.
more than they are expected to be
recently been raised among educators
fully versed in biochemistry or inthemselves. A recent National Revestment banking regulations. But
search Council panel was convened to
it is not unreasonable to hold up a
assess “scientific principles for educastandard of reasonable scrutiny
tion research”—a type of inquiry unheard of in other research and policy fields (Shavelson (bringing in expertise if needed as is done for mediand Towne 2002). Most schools of education offer cal and scientific reporting).
courses in research methods as part of the curriculum,
but a wide variety of techniques are taught, determined It is also not as if the issue is unimportant. Improving
in no small part by the training and interests of the our educational performance would arguably lead to
faculty teaching the courses and not limited to tradi- greater gains for society than any of the medical breaktional scientific inquiry. This is not to say that there throughs of the past decade. For example, had there
are no appropriate uses for the variety of analytic skills been true educational improvements following A Nathat are taught. However, when significant public poli- tion at Risk—putting U.S. student achievement on par,
cies involving many millions of dollars are on the line, say, with that of students in better performing Euroas in the case of school and student accountability pro- pean countries—it has been estimated that the GDP
grams, evidence must meet the highest scientific stan- of the United States would have expanded sufficiently
dards. The analysis should be rigorous enough to by 2002 to pay for all K–12 expenditures.19

18

19

See the debates about the effectiveness of accountability systems that entered into the 2000 presidential elections; Grissmer et al. (2000),
Klein et al. (2000), and Hanushek (2001).
See Hanushek (2003a, 2003b) (http://www.educationnext.org/20032/index.html).
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What We Do Not Know
We have suggestive evidence that accountability as
implemented in the 1990s has been helpful. It is clear
that, for one reason or another, performance has been
better in accountability states than in nonaccountability
states. We also have evidence that a number of unintended consequences have followed the introduction of
accountability. We do not wish to suggest that we yet
have anywhere near the amount of reliable evidence that
is needed for developing fully satisfactory testing and
accountability systems. But this is far different from
completely retreating from assessing and reporting
schooling outcomes.
The findings leave us short of what we would like to
know for policy purposes.20 We do not understand how
best to design accountability systems that can be directly linked to incentive systems. For example, the
vast majority of state accountability systems report
average performance for each school on various state
tests. These are sometimes disaggregated for, say, race
and ethnic groups. But, because these average scores
are highly dependent on factors outside the control of
schools—such as families and friends—it would not
be appropriate to base school performance rewards on
these unadjusted average scores. Doing that would
encourage schools to concentrate more on who is tak-

20

ing the test than on how their scores can be improved.
Incentives are best attached to the value-added for
which schools and teachers are responsible.
Similarly, uncertainty remains about the best set of
tests to measure accomplishment of the learning standards of each state. Concerns about any possible narrowing of the curriculum or inappropriate changes in
instructional practice are in large part concerns about
the quality of the testing—because the entire intent
of the accountability systems is that teachers do in
fact teach to a well-designed set of tests that adequately
reflect the range of material that students should know.
Federal legislation in the No Child Left Behind Act
represents an important starting point in a process to
improve the performance of our schools. It established
the necessity for regular annual testing of students and
the public reporting of results. It also made some
guesses about how to build incentives and requirements into the system. The hope (and intent) of the
anti-accountability forces is that regular testing and
reporting be nipped in the bud. The challenge to everybody is ensuring that we learn about accountability and adjust any current flaws before the
anti-accountability forces succeed. Their success would
surely leave our children and our nation worse off.

Issues of accountability system design and of incentive aspects of accountability systems are discussed in Hanushek and Raymond
(2003b). These analyses also assess the available evidence on various design issues.
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